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For the dissemination of the results to the public, as well as the
conventional methods of communication to the public (media, press,
peer reviewed publications, congresses) the web tools have become a
major information channel. The main objective of the TRACE
website is to disseminate European information on food authenticity
and traceability, as well as information regarding the project itself to
several target publics: to the scientists through description of
analytical methods, international congresses, peer reviewed
publications, training sessions and workshops; to the industries
through standards delivery, good traceability guide and
demonstration activities; to the consumers through brochure,
workshops and collaboration with BEUC; to the general public
through bibliographic references database, e-newsletter as well as
news and events on-line.

Several computer utilities such as Reference manager web
publisher, Adobe flash player, Advanced web statistics and Google
analytics are used as well to display references or lectures and to
manage the website performance. The website can be accessed at
http://www.trace.eu.org.
TRACE project provides its expertise in other networks as
FP6CommNet which is an informal network of communicator
scientists and communication managers involved in FP6 food projects
or as SSA PETER (http://www.eu-peter.org ) dedicated to
disseminate the results of European research projects on food
traceability.
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